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Facebook makes it 

easier to Tweak what

you see in your feed

NEW YORK: New tools will help you weed through the clutter of
boring, unwanted information, often from long-forgotten
acquaintances, and surface the gems from close friends and
interesting pages. Facebook wants you to see more of what you
want to see. New tools will help you weed through the clutter of
boring, unwanted information, often from long-forgotten
acquaintances, and surface the gems from close friends and
interesting pages. Youíll now be able to choose the friends and
pages you want to see on your news feed first. To do this, go to
the friendís profile. Click on the box that says ìfollowingî and
select ìsee first.î Facebookís computer software uses a wide range
of information you provide to decide what to show. This includes
what friends you interact with and how often, or whether you
tend to like photos, videos or text updates more. 

In announcing the new tools Thursday, Facebook acknowl-
edged that its automated system isnít perfect, so it wants to give
users a way to set their own preferences. In addition to selecting
who or what page you will see first, youíll still to be able to ìunfol-
lowî friends so you wonít see them at all. This option has been
available before to people who donít want to take drastic step of
unfriending someone but would rather not read about their lives.
For the rest, though, Facebook will continue to use its software to
choose what to show you. So unless you want to see someoneís
posts all the time or not at all, youíre stuck with what youíve got.
The update is available Thursday on iPhones and iPads and is
being rolled out in the coming weeks to Android phones and
personal computers. — AP

SAN FRANCISCO: Technology has become so indispensable
that when it breaks down, people’s lives go haywire, too.
Computer outages at United Airlines, the New York Stock
Exchange and The Wall Street Journal on Wednesday deliv-
ered a reminder about our growing dependence on intercon-
nected networks to get through each day. For the most part,
technology has worked smoothly while hatching innovations
and conveniences that have made our lives easier and our
jobs more productive. Computers, though, could bring more
frequent headaches as they link together with billions of other
electronic devices and household appliances- a phenomenon
that has become known as the “Internet of things.”

This technological daisy chain will increase the complexity
of the systems and raise the risks of massive breakdowns,
either through an inadvertent glitch or a malicious attack.
“The problem is humans can’t keep up with all the technology
they have created,” said Avivah Litan, an analyst at Gartner.
“It’s becoming unmanageable by the human brain. Our best
hope may be that computers eventually will become smart
enough to maintain themselves.”

Technology already is controlling critical systems such as
airline routes, electricity grids, financial markets, military
weapons, commuter trains, street traffic lights and our lines of
communications. Now, computers are taking other aspects of
our lives as we depend on smartphones to wake us up in the
morning before an app turns on the coffee pot in the kitchen
for a caffeine fix that can be enjoyed in a the comfort of a
home kept at an ideal temperature by an Internet-connected
thermostat designed to learn the occupant’s preferences.

Prevent hackers
Within the next few years, we may even be unlocking our

doors with high-tech watches after being chauffeured home in
robotic cars. Technology’s relentless march demands better
security measures to prevent hackers from breaking into sys-
tem and more rigid programming standards to reduce the
chances of crippling outages, said Lillian Ablon, a technology
researcher for the Rand Corp.

“Instead of just letting the technology rush ahead of us and
then trying to catch up in terms of privacy and security, we
should be baking those things into the systems from the start,”
she said. “We need to be a little smarter on how we are coding
things.” The sequence of Wednesday’s outages appears to
have been a fluke. Sabotage isn’t suspected, FBI Director James
Comey said during an appearance before Congress.

But a domino effect may have contributed to The Wall
Street Journal’s outage. Comey believes the newspaper’s
website buckled after the New York Stock Exchange’s prob-
lems caused alarmed investors looking for information to
swamp the Journal’s website. The length of Wednesday’s out-
ages also is disconcerting, Gartner’s Litan said. It took the
New York Stock Exchange more than three-and-half hours to
resume trading, slowing Wall Street’s usually furious pace. A
“router issue” at United Airlines grounded its planes for nearly
two hours, leading to 800 flight delays and 60 cancellations.
“Everyone needs to assume technology is going to go down
sometimes, but you should be resilient enough to quickly
recover from the outage within a half hour, if not a few min-
utes,” Litan said. — AP

CALAIS: Airbus flew its electric plane across the English
Channel for the first time yesterday - hours after an inde-
pendent French pilot made a similar voyage, beating the
aeronautics giant in this symbolically important step toward
making electronic flight viable in the long term. Several
companies in different countries are developing electric
planes, in hopes of offering a fuel-free flight alternative for
the future - and the battle to perform world “firsts” in elec-
tric planes is heating up as the technology becomes more
durable. Amid fanfare, European planemaker Airbus flew its
E-fan plane from Lydd, England, to the French port of Calais
on Friday morning. The plane operates exclusively on bat-
teries, and since there’s no oil or water, the 20-foot long,
1300-pound jet releases zero emissions.

About 12 hours before Airbus’ Channel flight, French
pilot Hugues Duval took his two-engine, one-seat Cricri
plane from Calais to Dover and back. Because he lacked
authorization to take off from Calais, another fuel-driven
plane towed his 100-kilogram (220-pound) Cricri for the
start of the trip, he told The Associated Press. Then he flew
autonomously back to Calais and landed safely. He said he
reached a speed of 150 kilometers (90 miles) an hour on his
52-kilometer (31-mile) journey.

Important moment
Duval said that his successful flight was a “relief” and an

“important moment” after years of fine-tuning the plane
and flying it over land. Airbus officials gathered in Calais to
celebrate the landing of the E-fan would not comment on
Duval’s trip. The E-fan took its maiden voyage in March
2014, and has taken off 100 times since its latest flight at
the Paris Air Show last month. Airbus aims to put the two-
seater on the market in 2017, targeting sales at training
facilities for entry-level pilots.

“It’s a great victory, but it’s also a start. For us it’s an
adventure that permits us” to imagine commercial flight on
electric or hybrid planes, said pilot Didier Esteyne, who flew
the Airbus plane Friday. “It’s really the beginning of great
innovations.” The choice of flight path was not coinciden-
tal: In 1909, French pilot Louis Bleriot was the first person
to fly a plane across the English Channel.

Safety was of secondary priority for Bleriot - he was con-
centrated on winning 1,000 pounds in prize money from
the British Daily Mail newspaper by performing the feat first.
For Airbus’ flight Friday, security professionals were out in

full force, with helicopters and rescue speed boats trailing
the E-fan. Electric flight is a nascent sector of the aviation
industry, so safety regulations are still in development. 

Aiming bigger
Airbus and the French civil aviation authorities worked

together to create a test flight program for the jets. While
the E-fan only seats two for now, the aircraft manufacturer
is aiming bigger down the line. Chief Technical Officer Jean
Botti told The Associated Press at the Paris Air Show last
month, “Our objective here is to make a hybrid-electric
hundred seater for the future,” calling it an ambition Airbus
could realize in the next 15 years. 

Slovenian company Pipistrel was also hoping to send its
electric plane across the Channel this week. But engine-
maker Siemens blocked the trip at the last minute, saying
the motor didn’t have authorization to fly over water,
Pipistrel general manager Ivo Boscarol told The AP.
Boscarol said he felt his plane was ready for the journey
and estimated that about 10 other electric planes currently
in development are also capable of making the flight. He
said he hopes to continue working with Siemens in the
future to develop the plane. He compared this week’s
flights to those of Bleriot 106 years ago, saying “the
Channel, in aviation, has a special place. It’s kind of reli-
gious.”— AP

Deepening dependency on 

technology raises risk of breakdowns

‘Humans can’t keep up with all the technology they have created’

First electric planes fly over English Channel

FRANCE: French pilot Didier Esteyne lands after crossing the Channel with his European planemaker Airbus E-Fan proto-
typ, at the Calais Airport. — AP


